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 Type of Product

 Code      Image      Product Description                                                                                                 Era     Stock

 Intended Usage/Scale

 4mm   7mmOther

Bodywork Details

MR wagon body ironwork for diagrams - D1045 (per wagon)WD11 RC £2.50

MR wagon body ironwork for diagram  - D382 (per wagon)WD12 RC £2.50

MR wagon body ironwork for diagram  - D392 (per wagon)WD13 RC £2.50

MR pattern/LMS door hinges for cattle wagons and Horse boxesWD3 NYAC

Roof ladders & some strapping for MR refrigerator vans Dia 370/372/374WDL1A SC £4.00

Roof ladders & some strapping for MR refrigerator vans Dia 395WDL1B SC £4.00

Roof ladders & some strapping for LMS refrigerator vans (also suits LNER van) Dia 1672WDL2 SG £4.00

L&YR "LOAD to be EVENLY DISTRIBUTED" plates (12)WDP4 RC £2.00

LNER "FISH & FRUIT"  wagon labels (3 pairs each)WDP1 RG £2.00

Ventilators for MR banana vans (and other stock) - per itemWDV2 SC £1.00

Wagon Makers Plates

Midland Railway wagon number plates - set 1 for open wagons (200)MP1 SC £9.00

Midland Railway wagon number plates  - set 2 for vans (90)MP2 RC £4.00

Midland Railway wagon number plates - set 3 for non common user wagons (90)MP3 RC £4.00

Midland Railway wagon number plates - set 4 for brakes and match wagons (130)MP4 RC £7.50

Midland Railway wagon number plates - set 5 oval plates for later wagons (150)MP5 RG £7.50

Midland Railway design LMS wagon number plates - set 6 oval plates (150)MP6 RG £7.50

Midland Railway wagon number plates - supplementsMP7 NYAA

Full set of wagon number plates (WMP1 to WMP6) - about 820 platesMPA SG £36.00

Shackles

Shackles for loads - largeCS1 RA £2.50

Shackles for loads - smallCS2 RA HH£2.50

Bottle Type shackleCS3 RA £3.00

Shackles for loads - "bottle/brick" typeCS3B RA £3.00

Narrow/long shackles for containersCS4 RA £2.50

Heavy Duty Lashing rings (primarily for bogie Bolsters)  -28 small, 28 largeCS6 RA £3.00

"D" rings, tensioners and minature shacklesCS7 RA £3.00

Modern ratcheted strap tensionersCS5 RN £2.50

Scenery
Safety fence - lattice construction - 352.5mm long (pair for bridge 1)FB1 OA £30.00

Safety fence - cast pailings - 320mm long (pair for bridge 2)FB2 SA £30.00

Lattice girder for parcel trolley bridge - 174mm plus 136mm long (pairs)FB3 OA £30.00

Etna Tram kit ( 2 trams )CM1 SC

Creeper (Non working)CM2 NYAC

Set of small toothed gears (Non operational - up to 12mm diameter)G1 SA £6.00

Gear wheels non-operational - set 2 from 19.5 to 24mm (3) with racks (2) and smaller 
spur gears

G2 SA £10.00

Etched Name Plates

Set of Railway Road names (4)EP4 RC £2.00

Road Name sets - from 9 to 12 name plates per set (see list for details)EP9 RC £3.00

Custom finished name plate(s)EPC OA

Large Numbers set from No.1 to No.27 (one of each)EP11 RA £3.50

Fence Posts

Intermediate Type Wire Fencing (32 posts)FP1 RC £5.00

Safety fencing posts - "L" shape - 68 postsFP2 SC £6.80

Safety fencing posts - 70 posts J shape, outside flatFP3i SC £8.50

Safety fencing posts - 60 posts "J" shape - inside flatFP3x SA £7.00

Cast column fencing posts Type A for 2 rails - 32 postsFP4A OC £5.00

Cast column fencing posts Type B for 3 rails - 32 postsFP4B SA £5.50

Safety fencing posts "Z" shapeFP5 NYAC

LNWR/LMS unclimable fencingFP6 NYAC

Southern Railway fencing panelsFP7 NYAG

Post stay tensionerFPS RC £2.00

NOTES:
x   in item code is a variable
R   means regular stock item
No price or availability means NOT in stock
W  means available from web

HH   Available through Hobby Holidays
S      means scarce product
C      means commissioned item not always available
O      means packed to order only
NYA means Product NOT YET AVAILABLE
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The Products marked NYA will be introduced in batches.  It is not possible to guarantee the timetable or order in which this will happen.

Codes:
C - Before 1914  
G - 1914 -1950
N - 1950 - 1970's
A - ANY ERA


